
 

 

Policy updates: employment, food support, housing, and general welfare, 

 

Here we have summarised the policy announcements made during the week up to 1 July. Where relevant, 

publications made in prior weeks have been included. 

 

Policy, Regulation, Legislation, and reports 

 

Employment 

 

 A hiatus on Universal Credit benefit sanctions will not be renewed. A three-month ban was put in place 

on benefits sanctions during COVID-19. Work and Pensions secretary Theresa Coffey, speaking in the 

House, has confirmed that as job centers will fully reopen on 4 July and the pause on sanctions will not be 

extended.  

 What does this mean? UC recipients will now have to attend face to face appointments at a job 

centre, and face reviews and reassessments of their commitments. This will likely lead to a sharp 

rise in benefit cuts to some recipients. There may be a need for an information campaign to update 

Haringey citizens on these changes to minimize any recipients being blindsided, and to assist 

vulnerable clients who may be unable to attend face to face interviews. (those shielding, carers, etc) 

 In terms of response, there has been an outpouring of criticism from all corners including the 

opposition, the press, and disabled rights activists. The criticisms look valid. Whilst the Government 

are keen to restart the job market, the sanctions lift doesn’t chime with current government advice 

nor the situation at hand. Some schools are not yet open, vulnerable people, who are more likely to 

be claiming UC, are still shielding and there are not as many jobs out there for those who can seek 

them. 

 Other media links:  

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-53223474?intlink_from_url=&link_location=live-

reporting-story  

 https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/b/disabled-rights-campaigners-urged-extension-

pause-benefit-sanctions   

 https://newshoundsnewsround.wordpress.com/2020/06/30/universal-credit-sanctions-to-

return-after-coronavirus-pause/  

 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/benefit-sanctions-ban-coronavirus-

lockdown-a9592041.html 

https://www.politicshome.com/news/article/government-move-to-axe-ban-on-benefit-sanctions-branded-terrible-decision
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-53223474?intlink_from_url=&link_location=live-reporting-story
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-53223474?intlink_from_url=&link_location=live-reporting-story
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/b/disabled-rights-campaigners-urged-extension-pause-benefit-sanctions
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/b/disabled-rights-campaigners-urged-extension-pause-benefit-sanctions
https://newshoundsnewsround.wordpress.com/2020/06/30/universal-credit-sanctions-to-return-after-coronavirus-pause/
https://newshoundsnewsround.wordpress.com/2020/06/30/universal-credit-sanctions-to-return-after-coronavirus-pause/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/benefit-sanctions-ban-coronavirus-lockdown-a9592041.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/benefit-sanctions-ban-coronavirus-lockdown-a9592041.html


 The Resolution Foundation (an independent think-tank focused on improving living standards for those 

on low to middle incomes) has released a report urging Government to “flip the Job Retention into a Job 

Protection Scheme” and subsidize the pay of people working in sectors worst-affected by the crisis until 

at least the end of 2021. (published 29 June) 

 Why is this new? This report goes a step further than simply acknowledging that there will be a 

surge in unemployment, recognizing that the impact is highly sector specific and within those 

sectors the low paid, the young and those in atypical work (all commonly interchangeable) will bear 

the brunt of this downturn. This reflects a significant portion of the Haringey work force.  It also 

seeks to head off the idea that there will be swift, ‘V-shaped’ complete recovery without major 

stimulus. 

 Specific sectors and those within them who are low paid and younger employees will feel the brunt 

of the impact. This is in large part due to the disproportional impact on sectors like retail and 

hospitality. 60% of the hospitality work force have been furloughed, 40% in non-food retail and 38% 

in the arts, significantly higher than other sectors. 

 The report calls on the Government to implement radical policies to protect jobs in these hardest hit 

sectors. These include a wage subsidy scheme and a National Income cuts, coupled with active job 

creation in the vulnerable sectors. 

 Key takeaways: 

 Current data does not truly represent the scale of the coming employment crisis. The official 

employment rate ‘Labour Force Survey (LFS)’ is misleading and have yet to register the fallout 

from COVID-19. Wider labour indicators show an employment market on the brink. HMRC data 

shows 600,000 fewer employees were paid via PAYE in May than in March, with total hours 

worked falling 9% between February and April – it’s fastest rate recorded, the number of 

unemployment claimants are at a level not seen since the 1990s – 2.8 million, and jgfcob 

vacancies have fallen by half.  

 CAB Haringey can expect another surge in unemployment support applications, especially for 

young people. Unemployment for 18 to 29-year olds’ rose by double the overall increase and 

44% of 18 to 24-year olds’ were furloughed, fired, or faced reduced hours compared to less 

than a quarter of those in their forties. The long-term impact on local students entering the job 

market (whether direct from school or via university) during a recession means they face their 

career and salary prospects being scarred for years to come. The foundation’s own study 

shows that the cohort leaving education this summer are between 13% to 37% less likely to be 

in any form of employment within the next three years. 

 The burden of COVID-19 on the job market is evenly spread across demographics, except for 

ethnicity. ‘Mixed or Other ethnic’ and ‘Asian or Asian British’ ethnic groups showed 12% and 

11% job losses, respectively, whereas white ethnic groups showed a 3% job loss and were 

much more likely to be furloughed. The report does not go as giving a reason for this difference 

of impact, but states that further investigation is needed. Given Haringey’s significant BAME 

communities, further reporting on this should be monitored carefully. 

https://www.resolutionfoundation.org/app/uploads/2020/06/The-Full-Monty.pdf


 Given the higher than average number of Haringey citizens in low wage work, or with no higher 

qualifications, the borough is likely to be at the back end of any recovery or ‘bounce back’ 

without direct action by the Government. The report clearly identifies that normal checks and 

balances in the economy are no longer effective. 

 Key sectors responsible for moving people from unemployment to employment such as 

non-food retail and hospitality are the hardest hit by COVID. Handling 2/3 of all transitions 

to employment despite only making up 10% of the economy pre-COVID. Simply put - the 

sectors least affected by this crisis do not hire as many unemployed people. 

 Wage reduction is not possible – the people most effected are already likely to be on or 

close to minimum wage.  

 Reallocation of work force – some may well relocate to a different sector, but past data 

doesn’t support the size of migration needed to head off severe unemployment – 2/3 of all 

unemployed gain new employment within the same sector and there are significant 

barriers to entry in new sectors for unqualified job seekers. 

 In terms of what comes next, whilst the Government is not obliged to officially respond to this 

report, its findings are likely to be cited in the House or on social media by the Opposition, 

backbenchers, during Select Committee sessions, and potentially at PMQs. 

 

 DWP admits it must fix Universal Credit loop hole. A system error that caused some UC payments to 

fluctuate severely month on month. 

 Due to a quirk with the UC digital system, when a claimant received two pay cheques within one UC 

assessment period, the system considers this a 100% pay rise and automatically cuts the benefits of 

the claimant for the following month. This was leaving households unable budget, unable to pay 

council tax, and to fall into rent arrears. DWP estimate 80,000 applicants were affected. 

 The DWP are now obliged to seek remedial action for disputed claims currently outstanding (around 

1,000), good news for any Haringey clients affected. They must also begin implementing a 

permanent fix to the system. In the meantime, DWP claim to be working with employers to help 

report employees’ earnings correctly. This appear to be more of a plaster than a solution and DWP 

are cagey on when an actual fix may be implemented. 

 

Food Support 

 

 

  

https://www.parliament.uk/business/news/2020/june/dwp-ministers-questioned-about-court-of-appeal-ruling-on-universal-credit/


Housing 

 

 The Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government has announced that social housing is to be 

prioritized for veterans (published 27 June). Guidance has been issued to councils to assist local 

authorities when considering applications for social housing by members of the Armed Forces, veterans, 

and their families. 

 Practically speaking this tightens up the guidance around how councils can prevent estranged 

spouses and civil partners of serving personal being disadvantaged in the application process, and to 

prioritize vets and serving members with diagnosed mental health issues such as PTSD. 

 What does this mean: local authorities are expected to adjust their existing allocation policies to 

align with the new guidance asap. The guidance announcement is worth highlighting to any CAB 

advisors who currently assist serving or retired armed forces personnel. 

 

General welfare 

 The Social Metrics Commission (SMC) has released it’s Measuring Poverty Report – 2020.  

 The SMC is an official advisor to the DWP and its statistical measure of poverty is currently being 

incorporated into the Governments own analysis – i.e. Westminster will take any announcement 

from this commission extremely seriously, in fact the DWP has already released a statement 

acknowledging the report’s findings. 

  The report uses data collected between April 2018 and May 2019. COVID-19 has since hit the UK 

economy and the report now provides an excellent baseline which the impacts of Covid-19 on 

poverty can be judged in future years. 

 The report itself does not pull its punches, confirming that poverty remains a significant issue in the 

UK and that overall rates of poverty have changed little since the millennium, and the number of 

people in deep poverty has risen by 39%. It also pushes the government to recognize that poverty is 

not spread equally across all demos and policies need to reflect that. Some families experience it 

more than others, and the nature of that experience is also incredibly varied.  

 Key takeaways: 

 Deep poverty is increasing - 4.5 million people (7% of the population) in the UK now live in the 

deepest form of poverty (more than 50% below the poverty line), compared to 2.8 million 

people (5% of the population) in 2000/01. Behind this figure is the fact that had successive 

government policies held the poverty rate stable, 1.3 million more people would have been 

kept out of extreme poverty. 

 The report also implies that successive governments have done little to affect the number of 

people experiencing persistent poverty. (around 7.1 million people).  

 The level of poverty is affected by many factors, but some significant figures stand out. Age, 

ethnicity, type of employment, and family makeup. 33% of children under the age of 4 fell 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-access-to-social-housing-for-members-of-the-armed-forces/improving-access-to-social-housing-for-members-of-the-armed-forces
https://socialmetricscommission.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Measuring-Poverty-2020-1.pdf
https://www.politicshome.com/news/article/ministers-urged-to-look-beyond-the-numbers-as-a-stark-report-reveals-39-rise-in-deep-poverty-since-2000


below the poverty line, for 40 – 44 it was 23%, and 10% for the over 75s. Nearly half (46%) of 

BAME families were in poverty, and 2 to 3 times more likely to be in persistent poverty than 

white families. Families with children were more likely to fall below the poverty line and this 

significantly increased for lone parents. 26% and 48% respectively. Half (50%) of all people 

below the poverty line lived in a family that includes a disabled person. 

 Taking pre-COVID results into account, the current crisis is going to drive up already stark 

poverty figures. 

 The DWP has already made an initial response to the report, and its findings are likely to be cited in 

the House or on social media by the Opposition, backbenchers, during Select Committee sessions, 

and potentially at PMQs. 

 

Ad Hoc items 

 

 Kier Starmer will warn that local councils will face a £10bn funding blackhole due to COVID-19 if the 

Government does not offer further support. This will come at a speech at the Local Government 

Association annual conference. He is apparently set to emphasizes that a Labour government would put 

local government support at the heart of its policies. 

 

 

https://www.politicshome.com/news/article/keir-starmer-warns-councils-facing-10bn-funding-black-hole-amid-coronavirus-pandemic?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Breakfast%20Briefing%20template%200107&utm_content=Breakfast%20Briefing%20template%200107+CID_acf6eea84e528dff3ff206ec59e00143&utm_source=Email%20newsletters&utm_term=Councils%20are%20facing%20a%2010bn%20funding%20black%20hole%20amid%20the%20coronavirus%20crisis%20Keir%20Starmer%20is%20set%20to%20warn

